
DESKING RANGE

SetMe is a new desking system.

As height adjustability  plays an 
every increasing role in the modern 
office,SetMe offers one of the first and 
most comprehensive desking solutions 
where height-adjustment is at its core.

No more winding this or turning that. 

No more you can’t have that but you can 
have this. No more tapping fingers or 
disrupting your neighbors. 

Various degrees of privacy and a 
comprehensive wire management, 
standalone or clustered up, SetMe looks 
but doesn’t act like a traditional desking 
system.

Standard Features (*Selected models only)

Cast Aluminium Legs 
Universally sized crossrails 
Levelling feet 
Scalloped cable access 
25mm MFC rectangular and 120º tops

Specifiable Features

In-line or back to back frames 
Height settable module 650-850mm 
Electric Height Adjustable Module 650-
1250mm

SETME

DIMENSIONS

Compementary Extras

Rectangular desk end meeting top 
Desk end storage 
Single and Double Returns 
Fabric Desk and Divider Screens 
Glass Desk Screens 
Cable Trays and lids 
Cable Risers 
Storage

Our team of talented in house designers 
are responsible for creating elegant, 
innovative furniture designs which not 
only look beautiful, but minimise the 
impact on the world around us.

They come from all over the world, but 

are based in our Design Centre located 
in a quiet Lancashire village just outside 
the Ribble Valley. Our dedicated facility 
is over three floors which include studios, 
a materials test centre and prototyping 
lab.

DESIGN
By Senator

Accessories

Monitor arms 
PU desk accessories 
Desk top accessories 
CPU holders 
Electrical accessories

Performance Standards 

BSEN527, Part 1, 2011 
BSEN527, Part 2, 2016 
BSEN 6396 2008

1250mm

1650mm

Height Settable 650-850mm
Electric HA 650 - 1250mm

855mm 950mm 855mm
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Finish Options

SETME

Carini Walnut

White

Standard Top Finishes – 25mm MFC

Maple

Hacienda White

Autumn

Denim

Mocha

Light Grey

Highland Oak

Lemon Sorbet

Beech Winter Oak

Strata Oak

Clay
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SENATOR 3 R’S

Senator is committed to continually 
improving the sustainability of all 
environmental aspects within our 
business.

To meet both international standards 
and our own environmental targets we  
apply the three R’s principle

-Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.

Reduce
Reuse
Recycle

Whilst recycling is the element which 
receives the most exposure it is actually 
the last option available and should never 
be the prime target in anyone’s battle to 
reduce waste. 

It is our duty as individuals and as a 
company to initially attempt to Reduce 
usage. Then we should look to Reuse 
wherever possible and finally, only after 
these two processes have been exhausted, 
should we consider Recycling.

SetMe is a new desking system.

As height adjustability  plays an 
every increasing role in the modern 
office,SetMe offers one of the first and 
most comprehensive desking solutions 
where height-adjustment is at its core.

No more winding this or turning that. 
No more you can’t have that but you can 
have this. No more tapping fingers or 

disrupting your neighbors. 

Various degrees of privacy and a 
comprehensive wire management, 
standalone or clustered up, SetMe looks 
but doesn’t act like a traditional desking 
system.
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